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Swedes are obsessed
with meetings
If there’s a meeting Swedes will go to it.
It’s a national hobby.
Statistics show Swedes spend on average
25 % of their working time in a meeting.
(And a recent survey reveals that 33 % of
Swedes called to a meeting are wondering
what they are doing there).
Yes, that’s right. They spend a quarter of
their working lives in meetings, and nearly
as much time at coffee breaks – the famous
fika. They often leave work early too. They
have more holidays a year than an American
has in a lifetime. Some of them work ‘from
home’ several times a month. They’re not in
a hurry to make decisions.
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And they are often away having babies.
So how on earth do Swedes continue
to outperform most other industrialized
nations?
It’s a global mystery.
It must be all the meetings. So, let’s have a
closer look at Swedes @ meetings.
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The weekend

Three words sum it up fredagsmys,
lördagsgodis, and söndagsångest.
Cosy and comfortable on Friday, sugary
sweets on Saturday and, on Sunday, an
anxious countdown to Monday morning.
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Måndagsmötet
The Monday morning meeting. Why have a
meeting? Because it’s Monday.

- Let’s see I’ve understood this - you want
to do 12 months work in January and then be
off for the rest of the year?
- Yes, if I skip the coffee breaks, work
through Wednesday and Thursday
nights
and
© Colin
Moon
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stay away from meetings, I should make it.

Swedes give their
meetings names
Ett planeringsmöte – a meeting to plan
a lot of other meetings.
Ett förmöte – a meeting to discuss the
next meeting.
Ett start–up möte – a meeting to discuss
what will be done.
Ett informationsmöte – a meeting to
discuss what is being done.
Ett uppföljningsmöte – a follow–up
meeting to discuss what has been done.
Ett telefonmöte – a meeting to avoid
meeting in a meeting.
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- It’s a bit quiet in here. I think I’ll talk
loudly on my mobile.
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Ett personalmöte – a meeting to let staff
know they are at the meeting.
Ett arbetsmöte – a working meeting to
prevent people from, well, working.
Ett beslutsmöte – a meeting to make a
decision. (Just joking – this is Sweden).
Ett årsmöte – an annual meeting. It comes
only once year (rather like Bengt-Åke’s sex
life).
Ett kundmöte – a meeting with someone
called a customer who wants something
called service.
Ett säljmöte – a meeting for sales people
to do more of that thing which makes
profits go up.
Ett krismöte – a crisis meeting to discuss
why everybody is always at meetings.
1 2 © Colin Moon

Ett inställt möte – there is no meeting!
It’s been cancelled. There’s an ugly gap in
the schedule.
Ett extrainsatt möte – a new meeting to
fill that ugly gap in the schedule.
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Definition of a
Swedish orgasm
En dubbelbokning – two meetings at the
same time.
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Planning a meeting
Planning is a way of life.
There are not many spontaneous meetings
as spontaneity is hard to plan for. If you
can’t plan it, then it probably won’t happen.
Most meetings are planned well in
advance. This, in Swedish, is called
‘framförhållning’
Imagine two Swedes talking:
Swede 1: – Shall we plan a meeting during
week 28 in the year 2022?
Swede 2: – Vilken framförhållning! (What
fantastic long–term planning!)
It’s the greatest of compliments.
© Colin Moon 1 5

ORGANISED CRIME IN
SWEDEN

- OK, Bengt, I’ve got a window Wednesday
morning in week 34. Any chance of a
squeezing in robbery?
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The invitation to the
meeting
It’s called a kallelse, direct into your
Outlook planner.
For many Swedes, a meeting is rather like
family reunion. You may not really want to
go, but you are upset if they are not invited.
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The agenda
A meeting without an agenda is like
a restaurant without a menu. Swedes
stick religiously to the agenda and you
can always notice them at international
meetings as they ‘tick off’ – De prickar av
– each point in order on the agenda after
everybody has taken turns discussing it.
Not sticking to an agenda may cause
the meeting to drag on – att dra ut på
tiden. And that, my friends, is considered a
corporate crime.
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The end of the
meeting
The next to last point on the agenda is a
favourite among Swedes. It’s the date and
time of the next meeting.
Va’ bra! Another meeting. It is proof that life
will continue as they know and love it.
The last point on the agenda is ‘any other
questions’ – övriga frågor. To anybody
who knows the Swedish code, this means
‘Don’t you dare!’. Spontaneous questions at
the end of a meeting make people nervous.
If you had a question you should have asked
it at the ‘pre-meeting’ – förmöte – the
meeting before the meeting.
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The leg–stretcher
This is not time for a walk in the forest. This
is a brief break. Someone once asked me
if they could have a ‘bone-stretcher’. (The
Swedish word for leg and bone is the same).
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The Skype meeting
You should only arrange a skype meeting
if the other people are in Eslöv, Borlänge
or Baghdad . You should always try to
meet the people face-to-face if they
are in Florida, Bermuda or Sydney.
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Fika
Swedes and their coffee …
Saying ‘I don’t like coffee’ in Sweden is
as offensive as ‘Puppies aren’t cute’ and
‘Dolphins are tasty with noodles’.
There are three kinds of sin in Sweden – a
big sin, a small sin and saying no to a coffee
break.”
If a Swede had written the Bible then Jesus
would have turned the water into coffee.
If you really hate coffee, then you have
three choices (a) change your mind and start
loving it (b) invent a very elaborate medical
excuse for not drinking it or (c) say you’re
pregnant.
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- While we’re on the subject of ‘Best place to
work’, may I remind you that the coffee machine
has been out of order for an hour.
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The fikarum
Two pieces of advice when dealing with
Swedes: Never delay the end of a meeting
or the beginning of a coffee break.
They have their coffee break in the holiest
of places – the fikarum,
The fikarum provides all the free teambuilding that companies otherwise pay
thousands of kronor for at conferences.
In the fikarum Swedes talk informally
about their work and their private lives. They
listen to one another, freely discuss and
keep calm. Imagine if they abolished the UN
and set up a global fikarum instead. There
would be world peace within 15 minutes.
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Celebration coffee
It’s February and Karin’s big birthday She
has finally had to reveal her real age. Her
colleagues are surprised to find out she
is only 60. She offers everyone a Swedish
delicacy. Monsieur de Villepain, from the
French office, is paying a visit and is invited
to join in. He takes one look at Karin’s
offering and says:
– Ah! Des brioches suèdoises garnies de pâte
d’amandes et crème fouettée!
In Swedish it’s called a semla. It’s a kind of
delicious cream burger.
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No conflicts please
They didn’t make Rome a great empire by
holding meetings. They did it by crushing all
those who opposed them.
Two hundred years of neutrality have taught
Swedes not to crush … or to rush.
They have learnt how not to say yes or no
to anything too quickly as this might lead
to disagreement. This means that instead of
saying nej or ja , they combine the two and
say nja which means ‘yes-but-no-but-yesbut’. It’s like a ‘definite maybe’.
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Performance
review

Getting feedback from the boss can be a
sensitive business.
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People at the
meeting
Hassan is on a government–financed–
introductory-job-practice-scheme-for-thenewly-arrived and doesn’t cost a krona.
It’s called mångfald – diversity in the
workplace. Hassan is invited to all the
meetings – it’s called INKLUDERING.
Mårten, the boss, is not a decision-maker. He
suffers from what, in Swedish, is sometimes
called beslutsimpotens – basically he
doesn’t have the balls to say yes or no.
Joakim has a new title: Business
Development Coordinator. And …
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Malin, the new Strategic Optimization
Director. Titles with more than three
words are always impressive.
Today’s visitor: Bernard B. DeMill Sr.,
member of the executive board, HQ
California. The man’s a genius. That’s
not just our opinion. It’s his too.
Mette-Marie Maele is from somewhere
outside the EU called Norway. It’s nearly
4pm, so she’s getting ready to leave the
building.
Erik is a skåning – a Scanian, which is
halfway between a Dane and a human
being.
Mehmet considers himself an idéspruta.
Translated, it means he likes to ejaculate
ideas.
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What to do with
a problem
Save it for the måndagsmöte. There they
can raise it – lyfta frågan. They can own
it – äga frågan. Then they can see where
it lands and then park it – parkera den.
And then they do something quite curious.
They marinate it.
This is modern Swedish business talk.
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Sounds at a meeting
Swedes often take part in meetings by
making sounds.
1.

Jajaja … (yah-yah-yah) Thank you,
I think we’ve got the picture.

2.

Jahaaa! (ya-haaah) It’s taken you 47
pp slides, but now I get what you’re
talking about.

3.

Jodå … (you-doh) Oh yes it is.

4.

Nejdå … (neh-doh) Oh no it isn’t.

5.

Ojdå! (oi-doh) I really wasn’t
expecting that.

6.

Usch då! (oosh-doh) Nasty.
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7.

Ajabaja! (aye-ah-bye-ah) I don’t
think you should be doing that.

8.

Bläh! (bleh) Is this coffee American?

9.

Fy!* That’s horrible! Get it out of
here.

* To achieve this sound, try saying the word
‘few’ while leaving out the ’e’ sound in the
middle. You’ll end up with a duck–face but
then you’ll know you’re doing it right.
Or ask a Swede to help.)  

10.

Njaaa … (n-yaah) Maybe no, maybe
yes. Maybe perhaps.

11.

Äsch! (esh) You mean me? Brilliant at
my job? I just turn up every day.

12.

Ajajaj! (aye–aye–aye) That looked
painful. Have you broken anything?
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13.

Nej men! (nay men) Is it really you?
I’ve only ever seen you before in a
Skype meeting.

14.

Nå? (naugh) Do you have anything
worth saying in the matter?

15.

Sådär ja! (so-dare-yah) That’s it.
Slide 107 and my presentation is
ready.
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P–words
Swedes love buzzwords starting with ‘p’.
Favourites include planering, process and projekt.
Lars–Åke is an expert in people
management, process management and
project management. Basically if it starts
with a ‘p’ he can clearly manage it.
If Swedes mention the word process then
you’d better not be in a hurry.
Their most popular process is the process
of getting everyone involved in everything
whether they want to or not.
– förankringsprocessen. The
Americans call this ‘getting all your ducks
in a row’. This is a bit silly, as ducks would
probably run and quack in all directions.
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This process is of course followed by
another – the slow process of making
a decision – beslutsprocessen. It is
advisable to have some time on your hands
for this. But, as Swedes say – det får ta
den tid det tar, which means it has to take
the time it takes. Like forever.
The climax of any process is actually doing
it – implementeringsprocessen. After
months of meetings someone says the
magic Nu kör vi!. They’re off! And there’s
no stopping them. The world might change,
but not the Swedes, not at this stage.
Oh, and then there’s the förändringsprocess. In English this is mostly
referred to as change management.
Someone once confused this with ‘change
the management’, which seemed like a
good idea at the time.
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Company values

Our corporate mission statement?
We rape, we kill, we steal.
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The meetings policy
Swedes also love the word ‘policy’. They
have a policy for this and a policy for that.
Some companies even have a policy for
meetings – en mötespolicy.
According to meetings experts (and there
are many) this policy means that before
arranging a meeting you have to ask
yourself five questions:
1. Is this meeting necessary? (At a
guess, probably not.)
2. What do I want to achieve? (Surely
not a decision?)
3. Who needs to be there to achieve
it? (Half the people on the list minus the
last two.)
© Colin Moon 3 7

4. Do I have the physical space and
materials to run a meeting?
(Preferably a meeting room bigger than
the size of a shoe box. It’s difficult to
think ‘outside the box’ when you’re
sitting in one.)
5. Is the timing right? (Not on a Friday
afternoon, thank you.)
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Reasons not to
attend a meeting
Pia vabbar: she is at home taking care of
her sick kids.
Lars vobbar: he is at home with sick kids
but still answers mails.
Camilla voffar: she is at home with her
sick dog.
Anita arbetar hemifrån: she works hard
but nobody has actually seen her do it very
often.
Stefan is late because of the unexpected
snow in November. It’s called snökaos.
Lena only works 75 % of the time.
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- What? Paternity leave again?
That’s the fifth time this year!
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Angelika is on permanent maternity leave.
Nobody has seen her for the past three and
a half years.
Bertil is on a course. It’s called Processhantering. There is a process for
everything so someone has to learn how
to deal with them all.
Hassan has been stuck on a non–moving
train between a suburb and Stockholm
Central for four hours. It’s called stopp
i trafiken.
Lena from Logistics is away and according
to rumour she has outsourced herself to a
Baltic state.
Sverker is in another meeting. He has
many balls in the air. It’s called många
bollar i luften.
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Tomas has utmattningsdepression: he
is stressed out and has walked into the wall.
(It’s a Swedish thing).
This is Carina’s week with kids from
marriages 1 and 2 and her ex-mother–
in–law from relationship 3. It’s called
varannan vecka.
Stig is at the monthly meeting of the
local Restless Legs Förbundet (society).
Swedes often meet up to share suffering.
Sten was last heard of on Twitter at 2.20
this morning with an update from Tallinn.
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A meeting held in
English
Swedes are brilliant at English. However,
they may at times be somewhat confused
with business buzzwords that fly around at
international meetings.
The monolingual Bernard B. DeMill Sr,
from HQ in Seattle, is in Sweden on a visit.
– Once we get all our ducks in a row, we are
going have to push the peanut on this one,
he says.
It sounds like English but not as Swedes
know it.
Several people at the meeting have mentally
left the building.
© Colin Moon 4 3

– OK, can we park this issue and keep our
engine running?, says Bernard B.
The Swedes would rather marinate it.
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The lunch meeting

It’s 11.27 – ett lunchmöte.
Today’s choice of lunches – a vegetarian
dish, a GI option, a guaranteed gluten-free
alternative, salad of the day, and a lunch
which is just an ordinary lunch with brown
sauce over it.
Marie is a vegetarian and won’t eat anything
that can have children.
Stig is once again trying LCHF.
Pernilla has gone stone-age and not
eating anything people have eaten since
2000 BC.
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Lena is basically allergic to food.
Kajsa has started on her 5:2 diet and today
she is eating half a grapefruit whereas
yesterday she ate half the pizzeria.
Malin is environmentally aware and won’t
eat anything that has been transported
outside a 30 km radius.
JAN-ERIK is simply just intolerant.
Pia is not allowed to eat fish as she thinks
she is pregnant again.
Marie is allergic to nuts and to Jan–Erik.
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- Yes, I am aware it’s week 8 Lars,
so thanks for coming in at short notice.
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Quotes from an
international
meeting in Sweden
“Take it or leave it? Are there any other
options?”
“We call it fika. For us Swedes it’s like
black crack with a sweet treat.”
“Typical Danes, agree to everything at
the meeting and then they go home and do
something completely different.”
“The Finnish guy hasn’t said a word all day.
They say his name is Antti.”
“It’s precisely 16.03. The Norwegians have
left the building.”
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“No, Luigi, it’s not a pole dance. It’s a
picture of Swedish Midsummer.”
“No, Dimitri, AW is not short for Advanced
Warfare.”
“You must come back to Sweden in the
summer, it’s the warmest day of the year.”
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Friday afternoon
Of all the meetings this week this one will
be the shortest. Guaranteed.
There’s not much time–consuming
consensus-seeking on a Friday afternoon.
If they ran meetings like this all week every
week, Swedes could probably leave for the
weekend as early as Thursday lunchtime.
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The kick–off
The mother of all meetings. In the early
autumn or in early in the New Year Swedes
go on their annual kick-off conferences.
Every kick–off has a theme such as
‘Winning together’, or ‘Moving forward
together’ or ‘Together we are one’. It’s very
often something they are supposed to do
together. This time it’s ‘Coming together’,
which sounds like good fun.
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The conference
room
Excessively large round tables. In theory: to
promote group discussion.
(In practice: half the people will always be
facing the wrong way and half the people
will never hear what the other half say).
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The moderator
Last appeared on TV4 in 2006.
First thing said by moderator
Mår ni bra?  
Yes, we were fine, thank you.
(We’re off to a brilliant start).
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The video greeting
Pre-recorded welcome speech from alien
CEO at HQ in Nevada. He says how valuable
everybody is to the business, how this event
is all about ‘coming together’ and why this
meeting is so important.
(But he unfortunately can’t be there
himself).
A long presentation – the boss  
Message: the staff are the most valuable
resource.
(Sure, baby, that’s why he then takes
45 minutes to talk about digitalisation,
robotization and IA).
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A very long presentation – the CIO
Message: The opportunities of globalization.
(Basically, whatever it is you do, some young
person in India can do it more cheaply on a
laptop).
A very, very long presentation
– the CFO
Figures, percentages, results and forecasts
(Aka paralysis by analysis).
Coffee Break – FIKA! Priiisa GUUD!
Repeat presentation from last year,
repeat presentation from every year
– the HR Director
Message: Repeat core values:
Motivate through fear, Exploit for profit,
Cheat on clients, and Screw suppliers.
© Colin Moon 5 5

(Joke. It’s the usual ‘Commitment,
Customer-focused and Creative’ crap.
The panel discussion (It’s the law)
On stage: Three tall round tables and a
nervous management team. Mr. Moderator
asks remarkably relevant questions and,
amazingly, the team have clearly never
heard them before!
(The hand mick is passed from one to
another like an embarrassing dildo, held
somewhere down by the navel).
Any questions from audience?
(No, Mr Moderator, there aren’t. Ever).
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The motivational speaker 1
A sports personality from 1998. He’s full
of life-changing clichés – ‘Everything is
possible’, Every journey starts with the first
step’. ‘The dream is in the team’.
(Message: Look at me, I once won a medal
but you lot never will).
Group work – aka the ‘workshop’ or
the ‘breakout session’
Discuss three questions for what seems like
forever and for no particular reason with
people whose opinions mean very little.
The motivational speaker 2
A real Kinder egg! A speaker, a podcaster
AND an author all in one! Swish at the
ready as she’s going to sell you her books
during the next break.
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You name it, she can talk about it
– arbetsglädje, positiv återkoppling,
förändringsarbete, teamwork,
målsättning, ledarskap and she’ll throw
in a little stresshantering if you ask for
it.
Sign up for her newsletter with ‘concrete
tips’ on how YOU should run YOUR life.
Need more? She’s everywhere – Facebook,
Insta, Twitter, Youtube, TV4 and Tinder.
(Message: You can always try to be as
fantastic as I am, with the emphasis on ‘try’).
Wrap up and info regarding the
evening.
(And just when you think it’s all over …)
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- Why do I have to go first?
– There’s no ”I” in teamwork, Lena.
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Teambuilding
The philosophy: people love a nonthreatening change of pace and research
shows that fellowship and playing games
and finding solutions improves physical
and mental health, lowers stress and blood
pressure, produces endorphins, boosts our
immune system and promotes a feeling of
togetherness and belonging.
Counter philosophy. As a team we’re
given challenges and create problems which
we spend one and a half hours solving,
problems none of us would have caused
as individuals.
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- I never knew team-building could be such fun.
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Drinks, dinner
and disco
Don’t forget your drink coupons. They’re in
the plastic pouch hanging round your neck.
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A final word from
me before you run
off to your next
meeting
‘What’s the difference in English between
‘efficient’ and ‘effective?’ I am sometimes
asked.
‘Efficiency is doing things right.
Effectiveness is doing the right thing’,
I answer.
It’s a justified question. In Swedish there is
only one word – effektiv.
Swedes need only one word. They are
excellent at both.
Swedes constantly go to meetings. In spite
of this or because of this, people working
© Colin Moon 6 3

in Sweden are generally hard–working,
diligent, industrious, reliable, dependable,
steadfast, productive, committed, dedicated,
and conscientious. Not bad, eh?
So, how do they do it?
Somehow, they fit in work around all the
meetings and disturbances during the
working week – and that is hard work! And
hard work is something Swedes are good at.
Well, except on Friday afternoons. And
preferably not on Wednesdays after 16.00
as Ingela has choir practice. And not early
on Mondays as that’s when they have their
måndagsmöte.
When God gave out efficiency, Swedes were
among the first in the queue.
Gotta love ’em. Puss och kram,
Colin
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About the author
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